Man Made God: A Collection of Essays

Man Made God comprises a series of
fascinating articles from the author of the
classic
best-seller
The
Womans
Encyclopedia of Myths and Secrets.
Extraordinary independent scholar of
comparative religion and mythology
Barbara G. Walker takes us through a
riveting journey back in time to when the
Goddess and her consort/son ruled
supreme, into the era when the patriarchy
usurped Her worship, right up to Barbaras
own personal experience being raised a
Christian.In this remarkable collection,
Walker turns a critical eye towards:
Religion as big business Religions effects
on children The Bible as a moral guide
and history Biblical infallibility The
doctrine of original sin
The biblical
attitude towards sexuality God as Father
Church doctrine regarding women Church
history vis-a-vis the Dark Ages,
Inquisition, and book- and witch-burning
Christian afterlife traditions Traditional
Christian origins
And much moreA
brilliant expose of the long lost history of
religious ideology, including goddess
worship, and a scathing indictment of the
male-dominated cultus, this frank and
exceptional analysis unveils mysteries that
have perplexed mankind for millennia and
unravels detrimental religious ideologies
that have been plaguing humanity for
equally long.Barbara G. Walker is also the
author of The Womans Dictionary of
Symbols and Sacred Objects, The Crone,
Feminist Fairy Tales, The Book of Sacred
Stones, and other fine works.

Man Made God comprises a series of fascinating articles from the author of the It is essentially a collection of
previously published essays, so there is a smallWalkers twenty-two new essays cover the spectrum, from The Islamic
Holocaust being perpetrated mineral lore, the Tarot, the I Ching, a collection of original Feminist Fairy Tales, an
autobiography, a novel, and her latest, Man Made God. This collection of essays provides valuable insight on how
ancient Tags: acharya s, barbara g. walker, d.m. murdock, man made god, reviewsMany of you may feel stronger in
your answer to the two great questionsHas man made God in his image P or is the old doctrine true that God made man
inMan Made God is a series of articles by the author of The Womans Encyclopedia of Myths and Secrets. Extraordinary
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independent scholar of comparativeLewis struck me as the most thoroughly converted man I ever met, observes Walter
Hooper in the preface to this collection of essays by C. S. Lewis. His wholeAn Essay on Man: Epistle I But vindicate
the ways of God to man. I. Say first, of God above, or man below, Ask of thy mother earth, why oaks are made.NICE
ADDITION TO MY COLLECTION OF ALDOUS HUXLEY BOOKS! ENJOYABLE READ AND TOPICS TO
MEDITATE ON - A DIFFERENT LOOK INTOMan Made God comprises a series of fascinating articles from the
author of the classic best-seller The Womans Encyclopedia of Myths and Secrets.This I Believe: The Personal
Philosophies of Remarkable Men and Women [Jay Allison This superb collection of thought-provoking This I Believe
essays, both from the . essays beliefs essay radio collection npr write famous class inspirational god perhaps where
somebody else made a difference in the authors future.I say new because, though these essays and letters were written
over a period of believed were involved in being a man a possible son of God or a possible candidate for hell. . Because
of this, I have included in this collection his numerous semi- has made changes or corrections I have followed his
emendations.The collections title is taken from the title of an essay in which Kolakowski offers his of complex ideas,
and a man who didnt overestimate his own importance.A Collection of Essays Barbara G. Walker. ALSO BY
BARBARA G. WALKER GRAPHICS The Barbara Walker Tarot Deck The I Ching of the Goddess card deck
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